In all three examples we take S of genus 2, with the basis A u Bu A<L, Bi as shown in Figure 1 We present here a proof only for the third counter example. The proofs for the first two are essentially the same except that, for these, one does not need the explicit construction of a certain group, and in the second example there are 19 cases to consider, while there are 7 cases in both the first and third.
We now assume that Si, the regular covering surface of S corresponding to ([au hn]} (n-[fo, a 2 ]), is planar. Let C% be a loop on FIGURE 1 S representing [a 1? biTi] as shown in Figure 2 , and let C 2 be a directed curve "parallel" to d. Let o be the point of intersection of C\ and Ci marked in Figure 2 . We now lift d and C 2 to Ci and C 2 respectively, starting at a point ö over 0. Since S% is planar, Ci and G 2 must have a second point of intersection P which projects to a point of intersection P, of C\ and CV If we orient 5 and lift the orientation to 5i, then we can choose P so that the sense of intersection at P is the reverse of that at ö, and by projection, the senses of intersection at P and 0 are reversed. Therefore P must be one of the points marked 1, • • • , 7 in Figure 2 . Furthermore, if we follow Cifrom 0 to P and C 2 from P to 0, then the element of F corresponding to this loop lies in the defining subgroup for Si.
We now have seven cases to consider. If, for example, P is the point marked 1, then the element of F obtained by the above construction is bï l a\b\. But br l aibi cannot be in ([#i, &1T1] ), since the element of <j> corresponding to the word ôf^i&i does not belong to [<j f>, <j>] . The same reasoning shows that P cannot be any of the points marked 2, • • • , 6. Hence P must be the point marked 7. Therefore the above construction gives us that riÇ([ai, &ixi]), i.e. ri belongs to the smallest normal subgroup of F containing [#i, &1T1] .
Nothing in the above is changed if we replace Si by $2, the regular covering surface corresponding to {\a x , biTx], [a^ far%\). Also if we look at Figure 2 The assumption that Si is planar leads to a contradiction. Hence Si is not planar.
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